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1965 pontiac 2 plus 2 conv. for sale - SOLD
Posted by fredscat - 2019/09/05 10:04

_____________________________________

Reluctantly selling my 2 plus 2 vert. factory black with black interior. born with 421 four speed tripower!
Factory AC with tons of factory installed options! Not added after ! Original build sheet with repro window
sticker! Car listed for almost 6g when built!This is a very nice car but it is not concourse! I would call it a
strong number 2 condition! Pics are on this website and other pics can be sent by phone only to serious
buyers! I consider this model and year to be the HOLY GRAIL of the 1960 full size cars!Many times I
have been told that this was the nicest car at car shows cruises and also at Norwalk once by well known
Pontiac guy Bonneville Joe Evans from Texas! I am selling this car for 75g If you are seriously looking
for a real deal 2 plus 2 this is a rare opportunity for you! thanks you Fred 917-545-1641 Forgot to
mention it was also a magazine feature car in muscle car review and I have magazine copy
============================================================================

Re: 1965 pontiac 2 plus 2 conv. for sale
Posted by pugs - 2020/05/31 14:00

_____________________________________

If car still for sale, have some pics??
tx
Jay
============================================================================

Re:1965 pontiac 2 plus 2 conv. for sale
Posted by fredscat - 2020/06/16 06:49

_____________________________________

Going to reduce price on car to 62k If any interest call me at 917-545-1641 northeast Ohio This is a Very
NICE CAR! thanks Fred
============================================================================

Re:1965 pontiac 2 plus 2 conv. for sale - SOLD
Posted by fredscat - 2020/06/16 06:52

_____________________________________

Going to reduce price on car to 62k If any interest call me at 917-545-1641 northeast Ohio This is a Very
NICE CAR! thanks Fred Call me for pics and I will send on phone
============================================================================
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